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FROM BIDDING TO HOSTING

INTRODUCTION
European Athletics places great importance on the long term planning for events as it allows European Ath-
letics and potential candidates to have a clear long-term plan for the future. An advantage of such planning is 
to make sure that the facilities within Europe are used in a proper way, benefiting the public bodies that have 
financed those infrastructures. A major part of this planning is the preparation and presentation of a detailed 
bid. In the long term, European Athletics aims to secure the quality of each event that it delivers therefore here-
after you will find an overview of those matters which need to be considered. 
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PLANNING TO HOST AN EVENT

PLANNING TO HOST A EUROPEAN 
ATHLETICS EVENT

The planning phase of the bidding is crucial for the success of the 
bid and eventually to the event itself. When deciding to present a 
candidature, and consequently to organise a European Athletics 
event, it is important to have some basic points in mind. The 
questions that a bidder must consider early in the process are the 
following:

WHAT?

WHY?

WHERE?

WHEN?

WHO?

HOW?
WHAT?

The fundamental question to be considered is “what to organise?” and select which European Athletics event 
your Member Federation and city wish to become a candidate for. At this stage the decision to be a candidate 
for a European Athletics event should be based on athletics’ popularity and situation within your country (e.g. 
athletics popularity in your country, or cross country tradition, etc.) to be able to make the chosen event a 
success. The standard of organisation of previous events must also be carefully considered. The European 
Athletics events that a Member Federation / City can bid for are listed in Annex a. 

The answer to the “what?” question will be answered through the next questions.

WHY?

The primary consideration in becoming a candidate for an event should be how the event can benefi t the Mem-
ber Federation and city, and help in the promotion of Athletics both within the bidding country and to the wider 
European market.

The organisation of an international event can be supported by other activities and events taking place in the 
country and/or city: a country celebration, a federation’s anniversary, an inauguration of a new stadium, or any 
other celebration. With the fi nancial resources for the event organisation that need to be found - beyond just 
the Member Federation’s resources - linking the European Athletics event with other occasions/activities can 
be very benefi cial. These activities may provide a wider interest for the selected athletics event and potentially 
greater success.

On the other side, a bidder should consider that clashes with any other major event taking place in the same 
period can negatively aff ect the European Athletics event (in relation to accommodation, attendance, promo-
tion) and this must be avoided. 

Even without an external motive, the initiative to organise a European Athletics Event can simply come from a 
city or region as part of their strategy for health and sport, for growth or socio economic impact, or from a club/
regional federation or the Member Federation itself for their development strategy and to promote Athletics. 
But even in this case the involvement of the city is essential. 

Furthermore, the planning of the event shall be based on a long-term legacy and lasting benefi ts that can be 
produced in several areas (sport policy, tourism, infrastructures, etc.).
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The answer to the question “why?” shall be a win-win situation for the sport and the Member Federation, city 
and/or region/country.

WHEN?

The Year
The bidding procedure for the European Athletics events starts well in advance of the decision of the host being 
taken. Therefore, it is necessary for those who want to organise a European Athletics event to plan it well in 
advance. The bidding timelines for each event are listed in Annex b.

It is also important to be aware of where events have previously been staged and if and when the event was 
already staged in your country, although there are no rules that indicate geographical rotation and all opportu-
nities will be examined by European Athletics.

The Date
The European Athletics events dates are strictly connected to the international athletics calendar, and therefore 
the number of alternative dates are very limited. Although unlikely the international calendar may though suf-
fer changes throughout the bidding process that can oblige the change of date for a European Athletics event. 
The bidder shall be aware of this possibility.

WHERE?

The choice of both the city and the venue to be proposed are essential elements in the bidding procedure as 
both have to comply with the different requirements, depending on the event to host.

The City
The initiative to bid can come directly from the city. However, depending on the political structure of the coun-
try, support may also come from the region, the county etc. The involvement of the city in presenting a bid is 
linked to the overall value of the event, not only for the Member Federation, but also to create an international 
reputation to attract additional partners from outside the current profile of the European Athletics movement. 
Therefore the following aspects shall be considered in the selection of the city:

• The support of the city to host the event, mainly financial, but for other matters connected to the compe-
tition venue use and maintenance, several logistic aspects, security, the promotion of the event, etc. The 
event should form part of the overall strategy and promotional plans of the city in a wider context (e.g. 
European City of Sport, etc.);

• The promotional potential based on the size of the city and region, tradition in Athletics, successful events 
organised, plans for side events, for impact studies and legacy;

• The conditions of the city in terms of distance from the international airport, accommodation capacity, local 
transportation and climate conditions where relevant.

The Venue
As far as the event venue is concerned there are elements to be taken into consideration before bidding:
• Capacity of the venue bearing in mind the aim to have a full stadium;
• Technical facilities as adequate for the event to bid for: competition, warm-up and training venue infield 

layouts, certification for the main venue, equipment;
• Space for supporting facilities as per the “EA Events - Facilities Requirements”
• Infrastructures and technology 

WHO?

At the time of bidding it is very important to identify who the future organisers will be. It is imperative that the 
bid is presented and endorsed by the Member Federation. It is though also important to identify at this stage 
which entities will be involved in the bidding and hosting of the event if awarded. 

From a practical point of view, it is nowadays almost impossible for a Member Federation to be directly respon-
sible for organising all the different aspects of a top event, considering their daily national activities/respon-
sibilities. The direct involvement of the host city and other official and experienced entities has proved to be 
absolutely essential.
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HOW?

In addition to the five “W questions” detailed above it is of utmost importance to answer how you intend to 
organise the various elements of the event for which you are bidding. The organiser shall ensure that it meets 
the needs of the event while contributing to the improvement of future athletics opportunities for all and the 
improvement of the integrity of the natural and social environment on which it depends. Social responsibility 
should be integrated by including social and environmental considerations into all stages, from event planning 
to implementation and post event legacy.

Detailed information about how to organise a European Athletics Event can be found in the Event Organisa-
tional Manual, that although designed for a European Athletics Championships can serve as a reference for all 
European Athletics events.

A thorough understanding of these questions is a fundamental element of presenting a good bid. Its prepara-
tion requires involvement of key persons and time to examine and prepare the project. 

Feasibility Study
It is suggested that before announcing the interest to bid for a European Athletics event a feasibility study 
should be conducted. The type of feasibility study (professional or internal) and the time required to carry it 
depend on the event you want to bid for. Three of the most important elements of the feasibility study are:

A. Facilities – a realistic evaluation of the available facilities and infrastructure for the delivery of a successful 
event should be carried out;

B. Finance – a realistic budget is crucial to avoid a deficit and will be an important element of the evaluation 
process;

C. Organisation – in order to have detailed knowledge of the requirements and expectations, the European 
Athletics Event Organisational Manual as well as final report from previous events should be examined.
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FROM BIDDING TO HOSTING

FROM BIDDING TO HOSTING

For the “Other Events” no bidding workshop and evaluation visit take place and the bidding and evaluation 
process is based mainly on paper work. The procedure also changes in regards to the decision body for the 
venue allocation as while for the Major Events and the European Athletics Convention the decision is taken 
by the European Athletics Council for the Other Events such decision is taken by the European Athletics Exec-
utive Board. The venue of the European Athletics Congress (elective) is voted at the Congress. 

In any case for any European Athletics event Member Federation and potential Host City must be “hand in 
hand” from the beginning of the process. European Athletics will complement this “team” by providing all the 
support needed along this process, involving all the Departments in their respective area of expertise.

For the European Athletics Championships (Olympic Games year) the above process is adapted to a more 
targeted approach, aiming to ensure the most adequate venue for the top event in the European Athletics cal-
endar. See ECH Roadmap in Annex c. The European Athletics Championships non-Olympic year are currently 
part of a multi-sport concept and follow a separate bidding process run by an agency but still with the close 
involvement of European Athletics.

The bidding process is explained in detail in the next chapters.

The journey from the moment a Member Federation and/or a city consider bidding for a European Athletics event and 
the allocation of the event is long and it differs in terms of timelines and phases of the bidding process depending on the 
event. The following is the process for the European Athletics “Major Events”: 

Event Bidding 
Questionnaire

Bidding 
Workshop

Bidding 
Application Evaluation Visit Decision
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FROM BIDDING TO HOSTING

1.1  EVENT BIDDING QUESTIONNAIRE

The Event Bidding Questionnaire is launched annually by European Athletics as the starting point of the 
bidding process to gather interests from the Member Federations in bidding for European Athletics’ sporting 
and non-sporting events. 

This questionnaire is as important for the Member Federations’ planning objectives in a medium/long term 
perspective, as it is important for European Athletics to ensure the continued interest of Members to host  
European Athletics events. 

European Athletics encourages the Member Federations to complete the questionnaire based on concrete 
intention to host any of the available events there listed, together with a confirmed support from the city/
region, or official institution/authority in the country. A Member Federation must evaluate if it meets the main 
requirements for the selected event. 

Principles of the Event Bidding Questionnaire
• The questionnaire is normally open from early September until the end of October;
• All Member Federations in good standing have the right to express their interest for each of the events, 

however it is European Athletics responsibility to assess if the Member Federation meets the conditions 
to proceed to the bidding process;

• The Executive Board and the Council reserve the right to integrate additional bidders if deemed necessary; 
• For the European Athletics Championships a more targeted approach is used to search for the adequate 

venue for this European Athletics top event and the Event Bidding Questionnaire will be only used as a 
reference;

• For certain events a host is requested to bid for 3 consecutive editions.

Based on the interests expressed through the Event Bidding Questionnaire, the bidding process for each of the 
European Athletics Events will start according to the Event Bidding Timelines in Annex b.

2.1. BIDDING WORKSHOP

For the major events European Athletics will organise a Bidding Workshop that will take place during the same 
type of event. The goal is to provide the bidders with the chance to experience the event of interest, give them 
the opportunity to visit the infrastructures, venues and operational areas and having at the same time the  
possibility to contact with the current event organiser.

Programme of the Bidding Workshop
• Presentation from European Athletics to all bidders on the event concept, requirements and benefits
• Brief presentation of their project (max. 10’ per bidder) on the following aspects:
• Main Reasons for the bid
• Main Institutions supporting the project & Funding
• Relationship and contacts with Host Broadcaster 
• Working session/individual discussions with each bidder to allow them to ask questions and get further 

information on specific areas of the bid to start refining their concept
• Tour of the competition venue and main supporting facilities led by the Local Organising Committee of 

the event where the bidding workshop takes place. For the European Cross Country Championships a  
“Backstage Tour” during the event to the key working areas will be also organised.

STEP 1.0 ANNOUNCEMENT

STEP 2.0 OFFICIAL BIDDING
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Principles of the Bidding Workshop
• European Athletics will invite for the bidding workshop all the Member Federations that have expressed 

their interest to bid for the event through the Event Bidding Questionnaire;
• The Executive Board may accept additional candidates to be added if beneficial for the bidding process;
• It is expected that an attending delegation includes the Member Federation’s top management, President 

or General Secretary, as well as a representative from the bidding city/region; 
• Attendance to the bidding workshop is mandatory. Exceptions can be made if a Member Federation has 

already attended a workshop from a previous edition of the same event and/or went through the full 
process;

• Travel and accommodation costs for attending the bidding workshop is the responsibility of the bidding 
delegation. 

2.2 BIDDING PACKAGE

Once attendance at the bidding workshop is confirmed, the participating Member Federations will receive a 
bidding package with all the relevant documents for the bid. This package includes:
• Organiser Agreement & Schedules 1 & 2 templates. This agreement is divided in 3 parts:

Main body of the Organiser Agreement – standard agreement valid for all European Athletics major 
events; the legal name and address of Federation and City and the name/position of the persons to sign 
it from these parties must be provided by the bidder;
Schedule 1 – this schedule sets the specifications for the event and the edition in question;
Schedule 2 – this schedule sets any specific conditions of each country’s bid: such as name of the venue 
and team accommodation prices. This schedule may be further adapted to conditions requested and 
agreed with the Council at the occasion of the event awarding;

• Budget Template
• Guarantee Letters Templates
• Event Organisational Manual (access)
• Statistics from previous events

2.3 BID UNDERTAKING

Following the bidding workshop and after thorough evaluation of the bidding package, the bidder still 
interested in pursuing with the bid shall confirm its intention in writing by completing and signing the bid 
undertaking. The bidding undertaking must be signed by the Member Federation and the city.

By signing the bid undertaking Member Federation and city confirm having read and understood the bidding 
documents and the requirements for the selected event. In this document, the bidder will also confirm that 
the Host Broadcaster has been contacted, is aware of the bidding intentions, and if it already supports the 
candidacy.

2.4 BIDDING DOCUMENTS SUBMISSION 

Once the bidding undertaking is submitted the interested Member Federations/Cities are considered official 
bidders for the event. All official bidders will be provided access to the European Athletics Online Bidding 
Platform where they can fill in an online bidding application, download all templates and upload all relevant 
annexes (maps, plans, photos, guarantee letters, etc). The bidding application is divided into sections as 
shown in the box opposite.
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The following documents must be submitted together with the bidding application for the candidature to be 
valid:
• A letter from the governmental authority responsible for sport in your country endorsing and supporting 

the candidature;
• An official letter from the relevant government authority to allow free entry to and exit from the country for 

all European Athletics officials, participating athletes, team officials, sponsor and media representatives 
as well as free import and re-export of all designated competition equipment, organising equipment and 
services to the event, including free value in kind offered by sponsors (drinks, timing etc.);

• A letter from the mayor of the city or similar city authority in which the event will be held confirming the 
city’s support of the candidature;

• A written agreement from the owners and operators of the venues used for the event guaranteeing the 
provision of “clean” facilities;

• A guarantee letter from the EBU National member in the country to guarantee the event TV coverage and 
to set the terms of cooperation with EBU;

• Plans, layouts and photographs as required to illustrate the relevant sections of the bidding application.

Principles of the Bid Application Form
• The bidding documents can be only submitted through the European Athletics Online Bidding Platform;
• All bidding documents and form must be submitted/completed in English.
• All sections must be completed.

2.5 PROMOTION OF THE BID AND MATERIALS

2.5.1  Candidate City Logo 
The bidders for the major events will have the opportunity to create a candidate city logo under the guidelines 
and as approved by European Athletics that may be used throughout the bidding process to promote their 
bid and/or used in the different documents and presentations. For this purpose the bidder shall contact 
the European Athletics office through brand@european-athletics.org, to be provided with all the relevant 
information and design elements. 

2.5.2  Promotional Material or Brochure
Any promotional material shall be approved by European Athletics before final production/printing and 
following the above procedures. The distribution of any promotional materials shall be agreed in advance 
with European Athletics.

Sections of the bidding application

• Concept and Legacy
• Profile of The City/Region
• Dates
• Weather Conditions 
• Hosting & Organising Responsibilities and 

Structure 
• The Venue & Facilities
• Technology
• Health & Safety and Medical Services
• Doping Control Services
• Accommodation and Board
• Transport 
• Security

• VIP Hospitality & Social Programme
• Television
• Media Services
• Promotion, Communication & Ticketing
• Spectator Experience
• Event Presentation
• Ceremonies
• Marketing
• Sustainability
• Contingency Planning & Crisis Management
• Financing & Budget 
• Value-Added/Differentiation 
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FROM BIDDING TO HOSTING

STEP 3.0 EVALUATION

3.1 EVALUATION PROCESS

Upon the closing of the bidding online platform European Athletics will proceed to a thorough review of the 
bidding documents and from there an interactive exchange between the Evaluation Delegation and the bidder 
will start and progress as follows until the presentation of the bid to the Council:

Evaluation 
Visit

Evaluators
Evaluation 

report

Bidders
Executive 
summary

Principles of the evaluation
• Following the submission of the bidding documents European Athletics might request additional information 

to the bidding committee. 
• The bidder shall use the period between the reception of the bidding package and the evaluation visit to 

submit any questions to European Athletics on the Organiser Agreement. However this agreement will not 
be tailor made for each bidder, and any adaptations if deemed necessary will be made to the Schedule 2. 

• In the event where there are many candidates, there could be an elimination stage so that only two or three 
candidates remain for the vote of the Council. The decision of that elimination is the responsibility of the 
Executive Board (EXBO) based on the report of the Evaluation Chair and the comparative scoring.

3.2 EVALUATION VISIT

An evaluation visit will be scheduled for the major events. The evaluation visit concept/agenda and 
requirements will be sent in advance to the bidder for adequate preparation. 
The Bidding Committee
The bidding committee should include the bid coordinator, representatives of signifi cant functional areas for 
the agenda and visits, the representatives of the Member Federation (if not included in the previous) and a 
Host Broadcaster representative, representatives of the city and authorities when required.  

Preparing for the visit
The bidder shall prepare a brief PowerPoint presentation and include any updates or changes to the bidding 
documents. They will also be able to present to the Evaluation Delegation, additional information that might 
have been required.
In addition to the meetings, the following visits should be organised during the evaluation visit:

Team Hotels: twin and single room, restaurant, meeting rooms to be used as meeting rooms, physiotherapy 
for teams and accreditation centre; 
VIP Hotel: double and single room, suites (diff erent types as available), restaurant, meeting rooms to be 
used as EA and LOC offi  ces, EA meeting room and VIP accreditation centre;
Technical Partners Hotel: twin and single room and restaurant;

Bidding 
Application

Phase 1

Bidder to enter 
full data, plans, 
maps & photos

Evaluation
Phase 1

Evaluators to 
add comments 
per question/

section

Bidding 
Application

Phase 2

Evaluators 
comments per 
question visible 

to bidder
Bidder to 

update full data 
plans, maps
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Competition venue: track and supporting facilities to accommodate all functional areas related to 
competition and event management;
Warm-up venue(s): track/areas, available rooms/spaces for supporting facilities;
Training venue(s): track, available rooms/spaces for supporting facilities; 
Other venue(s): as relevant for the bid, according to the bidder’s proposal.

Principles of the evaluation
• The visits of the hotels should be run by a member of the hotel staff able to provide the information 

required on the hotel facilities and services. The most updated map with the hotels location and distances 
in relation to the official venues shall be provided in advance; 

• The visit to the different venues shall be led by the respective venue manager. The most relevant plans/
maps of the venues shall be provided in advance;

• At the evaluation visit the Evaluation Delegation will be accommodated in single rooms at the proposed 
VIP Hotel, unless otherwise agreed with European Athletics;

• The travel costs of the Evaluation Delegation to the evaluation visit are covered by European Athletics 
while the accommodation costs and board are covered by the bidder.

3.3 EVALUATION DELEGATION & REVIEW

The Evaluation Delegation will be comprised of the following members per the 3 categories of events:

Cat Event Composition
1 ECH Evaluation Chair 

Evaluation Deputy Chair
Head of Events 
Head of Communications
Head of Marketing & Commercial Activities
EBU Representative

2 EICH, EU18CH, 
EU20CH, EU23CH,  
ETCH-SL, EXCH

Evaluation Chair
Evaluation Deputy Chair
Head of Events 
(For EICH also taking part Head of Marketing & Commercial Activities and EBU 
Representative)

3 all other  events No Evaluation Delegation/Visit

Review of the Bidding Documents by the bidders
Following the evaluation visit, the European Athletics Online Bidding Platform will be re-open to the bidders 
and these will be able to see the evaluators’ relevant comments and recommendations after each question/
section marked in a different colour. It will be then for the bidders to amend or update their bid accordingly. 
Once the system is again closed the bidding documents will be extracted and considered as the final bid.

Documents to the Council
While European Athletics will send the final bidding documents to the Council as extracted from the European 
Athletics Online Bidding Platform the bidder is invited to prepare an Executive Summary on the key aspects 
of their bid. In this document the bidders may include photos and design elements to make it an appealing 
presentation to the Council.  This document shall be firstly approved by European Athletics and only then it 
will be sent by the bidders directly to the Council members (list of email addresses provided by the European 
Athletics Office). 
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STEP 4.0 VOTING & DECISION PROCESS

The final stage of the bidding process is the Council decision on the allocation of the event. Depending on the 
event the decision is either taken by the European Athletics Council or the European Athletics Executive Board 
(see Event Bidding Timelines – Annex b.). 

Comparative Scoring
The comparative scoring will be used throughout the evaluation process either for a candidates pre-selection 
and/or for the final recommendation from the Evaluation Chair to the Council.  This will be based on the 
approved criteria by the Council as per Annex d. Each criteria will correspond to different sections of the 
bidding application as there listed.

The comparative scoring scale will be set according to the number of candidates (eg. if two candidates the 
scoring will be 2 to the best bidder and 1 to the least good) and the same scoring cannot be given to two 
bidders.

4.1 PRESENTATION GUIDELINES

For the events allocation by the European Athletics Council, the bidders are requested to send a delegation to 
present their bid at the relevant meeting when the event is scheduled to be allocated. The events’ allocation 
takes place in principle in the first session of the Council meeting.

The Bidding Delegation shall be composed of a maximum of 5 people and should include a representative of 
the Member Federation and of the City. Member Federations are encouraged to include in their Delegation, 
members of the Government, region and other supporting institutions so as athletes as national ambassadors. 
A Member Federation technician and/or a translator are welcome in the room and will be conveniently placed 
to attend in the presentation. Under exceptional circumstances, the Council meeting may be staged virtually 
via a video conference system and the required adaptations will be made accordingly.

The decision on the presentation format lays with the bidder, but it shall be prepared for maximum 15 
minutes, including any videos and/or speeches. 

Technical Requirements & Rehearsal
European Athletics needs to be informed in advance on the technical requirements for the presentation. 
In general, the room used for the European Athletics Council is equipped with video-projector, screen and 
sound. Different types of microphones may be available from the hotel’s technical supplier. If the bidder’s 
technical requirements incur any additional costs it will be at his own expense. The bidders are requested to 
use their own computer for the presentation.

The bidders will be allowed to make a rehearsal of their presentation in the same room and with the 
requested technical equipment. A technician from the hotel’s technical supplier will be at the rehearsal for 
any assistance. The schedule for the rehearsal will be indicated in the invitation sent by European Athletics 
to the bidders. If the Council meeting is staged virtually the rehearsals will be also staged virtually and the 
respective requirements and procedures will be set accordingly.

Before the rehearsal session a draw will determine the order of the presentations, that same order will be 
used for the rehearsal and for the presentation to the Council. 
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• The Council members of the countries involved in the bid of the event to be allocated will leave the Council 
meeting room (the call in case of a virtual meeting) before the respective bid discussions start. They will 
only return to the room (the call in case of a virtual meeting) for respective country’s bid presentation and 
then again for the voting;

• The Evaluation Chair reports to the Council on the bidding application(s) and evaluation visit(s); upon 
request from the Council the Office may provide additional background information about initial candidates, 
withdrawals and reasons;

• The bidders are called by the order of the draw (together with the Council member from the bidder’s 
country) to make their presentation for a maximum of 15 minutes; maximum 5 members per Delegation 
are allowed into the room, plus one technician and/or a translator, who will not sit in the presenters table. 
The number of participants may de adapted if the Council meeting is staged virtually; 

• The floor is then open for questions from the Council members; the bidder shall take note of all questions 
and answer them all in the end at once; This will in principle take about 15 minutes;

• The bidder’s Delegation and the Council member from the bidder’s country will leave the room (the call in 
case of a virtual meeting) for the Council to discuss in the presence of the Evaluation Chair; 

• After the discussion, the Council member(s) from the bidder’s country will be called into the Council meeting 
room (the call in case of a virtual meeting) to take part in the voting;

• Voting for the events allocation by the Council will be by open vote;
• Each Council Member will be given as many papers as bidding cities, each with the name of each of the 

bidding cities (same colour for all papers/cities);
• Each Council member shall select and keep secret the paper with the name of the city he/she wishes to vote 

for. The remaining papers will be removed. Upon the Presidents call for the vote each Council member shall 
raise and show their selected city;

• In case of a virtual meeting the following procedures apply:
 -  Council members will vote electronically through a reliable electronic voting system:
 -  Immediately before each voting the Council members will receive the link to connect to the voting 

system in the respective video-conference system chat to access the voting form;
 -  In the form the Council members shall enter their correct first name and last name and their vote, by 

selecting one option;
 -  A time limit will be given for the Council members to vote;
 -  There will be a pause of 5 min. for the results validation;
 -  The results will be validated by a scrutineer – a lawyer will be present at the European Athletics 

Headquarters in Lausanne/SUI);
 -  The validated detailed results will be shown to the Council members.

• If a bidder reaches absolute majority in this or any subsequent round, this candidate city is elected;
• Absolute majority (a number of votes constituting more than half of the number cast) is based on valid 

4.2 REPORT, PRESENTATION AND VOTING

The presentation process and the voting will run as follows:

Evaluation chairman to 
report to the Council

(5-10 mins)

Bidder not in the room 
(nor Council member 

of same country)

Bidding delegation to 
present the bid to the 

Council

(15 mins max)

Questions from the 
Council to the bidding 

delegation

All questions collected 
and answer in the end

Council decision  
(open vote)

Organiser Agreement 
Signature with the 

awarded bidder
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votes. Abstention and blank votes are not counted as valid votes.
 - In case that no bidder reaches the absolute majority, the candidate with the lowest number of votes is 

eliminated. This procedure will be applied until only two candidates remain;
 - If several candidates are positioned last with equal votes, an additional voting is made with those tied 

candidates only where the candidate with the lowest number of votes falls out.
• In the event of a tie for the first place the European Athletics President will decide on the venue;
• The decision is made by the Council resulting from the voting;
• The detailed results (number of votes per bidding city) shall be kept confidential;
• The Delegation(s) and Council member(s) from the bidder’s country(ies) enter the Council meeting room 

(the call in case of a virtual meeting) and receive the announcement of the winning bid; more than the 5 
members presenting can join; 

• The Organiser Agreement will be signed on site.

4.3 SIGNING OF ORGANISER AGREEMENT

The Organiser Agreement shall be signed by the European Athletics President and European Athletics CEO and 
by the representatives of the Member Federation and the City with signature power. If the Council meeting 
is staged virtually or if there is no representative of the Member Federation and City with signature power at 
the Council meeting, the contract must be signed in advance and brought to the Council meeting in 3 signed 
originals or sent by post in case of a virtual meeting. A signatures’ protocol will in any case take place with the 
awarded bidder at the Council meeting to register and publish the venue allocation.

Principles for the events allocation
• For all European Athletics events or age group events in case of two strong candidates the EXBO or Council 

may consider the allocation of two subsequent editions, as adequate and if applicable (eg: Host Federation 
qualified for the respective event), provided that the interests for the subsequent editions have not yet 
been submitted through the Event Bidding Questionnaire;

• A Member Federation is only able to organise one major European Athletics event within the period of one 
year. As a principle a Member Federation may be involved in simultaneous bidding processes for major 
European Athletics events, but once awarded a major event it shall withdraw from the bidding process 
for another European Athletics major event scheduled within 12 months from/to the date or the other 
awarded event;

• The Organiser Agreement must be signed on site or if the Council meeting is staged virtually it must be 
signed in advance by the Member Federation and other Host Parties;

• European Athletics may at its discretion, and whenever there are two candidates for an event, allow the 
non-awarded bidder to be included in the next edition of the same event bidding process even if it is 
already in course. For this purpose the respective Member Federation shall confirm its interest within 2 
months following the Council decision. This bidder has no obligation to attend the bidding workshop again, 
but will be invited to take part.

Following the event allocation, the awarded bidder will receive an awarding letter with the information on the 
assigned Project Leader from the European Athletics Event team, who will be responsible for the event, together 
with further information on the management of the event. The Events Department will be responsible for the 
event management in cooperation with all the other relevant Departments.

STEP 5.0 ALLOCATION AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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ANNEXES

ANNEXES

ANNEX A EUROPEAN ATHLETICS EVENTS

Major Events

Events OGs Year +1 Year +2 Years +3 Years

European Athletics Championships (non- OG year Multisport event √ √  
European Athletics Indoor Championships √  √ 
European Athletics Team Championships √ √
SPAR European Cross Country Championships √ √ √ √
European Athletics U23 Championships √  √
European Athletics U20 Championships √  √
European Athletics U18 Championships √ √

Other Events

European Off Road Championships (Mountain Running in 2020) (√) √

European 10,000m Cup √ √ √ √
European Throwing Cup √ √ √ √
European Race Walking Team Championships √ √

Corporate Events 

European Athletics Congress √ √
European Athletics Convention √ √ √ √

Note:  The non-elective Congress will be staged together with the Convention.
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ANNEX B BIDDING TIMELINES

STAGES ECH (OGs Years only)
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (7 years)
Prospection Phase & Discussions December (7 years) - June (6 Years)
Bid Undertaking 30 September (6 years)
Formal Application 28 February (5 years)
Evaluation Process March - September (5 years)
Decision Autumn Council (5 years)
STAGES EICH
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (5 years)
Bidding Workshop DURING EICH (4 Years)
Bid Undertaking 30 April (4 years)
Formal Application 30 September (4 years)
Evaluation Process October (4 years) - March (3 years)
Decision Spring Council (3 years)
STAGES EXCH
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (4 years)
Bidding Workshop DURING EXCH (3 Years)
Bid Undertaking 30 January (2 years)
Formal Application 30 April (2 years)
Evaluation Process April - September (2 years)
Decision Autumn Council (2 years)
STAGES ETCH Super League
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (5 years)
Bidding Workshop DURING ETCH-SL (4 Years)
Bid Undertaking 31 July (4 years)
Formal Application 30 October (4 years)
Evaluation Process November (4 years) - March (3 years)
Decision Spring Council (4 years)
STAGES EU23CH
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (5 years)
Bidding Workshop DURING EU23CH (4 Years)
Bid Undertaking 30 September (4 years)
Formal Application 28 February (3 years)
Evaluation Process March - September (3 years)
Decision Autumn Council (3 years)
STAGES EU20CH
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (5 years)
Bidding Workshop DURING EU23CH (4 Years)
Bid Undertaking 30 September (4 years)
Formal Application 28 February (3 years)
Evaluation Process March - September (3 years)
Decision Autumn Council (3 years)
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ANNEXES

STAGES EU18CH
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (5 years)
Bidding Workshop DURING EU18CH (4 Years)
Bid Undertaking 30 September (4 years)
Formal Application 28 February (3 years)
Evaluation Process March - September (3 years)
Decision Autumn Council (3 years)
STAGES ETCH 1st, 2nd and 3rd League
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (2 years)
Bid Undertaking 30 November (2 year)
Formal Application 31 March (1 year)
Decision EXECUTIVE BOARD
STAGES ETCH-RW (3 editions/bid)
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (3 years)
Bid Undertaking 30 November (3 years)
Formal Application 28 February (2 years)
Decision EXECUTIVE BOARD
STAGES ETC (3 editions/bid)
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (3 years)
Bid Undertaking 31 January (2 years)
Formal Application 30 April (2 years)
Decision EXECUTIVE BOARD
STAGES CONVENTION
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (3 years)
Bid Undertaking 30 April (2 years)
Formal Application 31 July (2 years)
Decision Autumn Council (2 years)
STAGES CONGRESS
Indication in Questionnaire 31 October (3 years)
Bid Undertaking 31 January (2 years)
Formal Application 30 April (2 years)
Evaluation Visit (if required) May – July (2 years)
Decision Previous CONGRESS (2 years)

Note: The Executive Board is entitled to adapt the above deadlines according to the date of the respective 
event’s edition or other circumstances.
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ANNEXES

ANNEX C ECH ROADMAP

Action Who Timeline

1 Evaluate the potential candidates in regards to non-exist-
ing facilities or other impediments to proceed with the bid

EXBO Sep. 2018

2 Individual meetings with the selected candidates to 
understand their project, authorities engagement and 
financing – Presentation to a Panel

Evaluation Panel/
EXBO

Oct./Dec. 2018

3 Select maximum 3 candidates based on the comparative 
scoring to proceed for evaluation

EXBO Jan. 2019

4 Selected candidates to sign a bid undertaking, acknowl-
edging terms and conditions and with confirmation of 
funding

Bidders Mar. 2019

5 Full bidding application to be submitted Bidders Jul. 2019
6 Paper work evaluation Evaluation 

Delegation
Jul-Aug 2019

7 Evaluation visits Evaluation 
Delegation

Sept./Oct. 2019

8 Selection of maximum 2 candidates through comparative 
scoring  based on the defined criteria  to be presented to 
the Council

EXBO Dec. 2019

9 Preparation of the final bids, executive summary and 
presentation to the Council

Bidders Feb. 2020

10 Preparation of the Evaluation report to the Council with 
recommendation based on the comparative scoring

Evaluation 
Delegation

Mar. 2020

11 Venue allocation decision Council May 2020

(Example from ECH2024)

Note: The Executive Board is entitled to add a new candidate before the evaluation phase if this is beneficial for 
the bidding process.
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ANNEX D SCORING CRITERIA

CRITERIA CORRESPONDING SECTIONS

1 TV Value
EBU relationship with the HB member
EA & national Broadcasting Rights (if acquired, since when)
• TV market for athletics (e.g. where is what shown on national TV?)
• Broadcast level and quality (budget, host broadcaster, Production 

Company, experience, transmission, feeds, technology – HD, etc.)

Television

2 Marketing potential of the venue (potential for marketing income 
for the LOC, as well as for the EA marketing)
• Commercial market (e.g. how many national sponsors, since 

when?)

Marketing

3 Promotional potential (quality and scope of the Athletics 
promotion in general in the city, country and in Europe)
• Population (city/region), number of visitors 
• Athletics tradition in the country (level of national & int. results, 

no. of affiliated athletes & clubs, national competition calendar) 
• General sports, event and athletics market in the country 
• Level and expertise of delivering athletics events 
• Use of new media
• Event Presentation (experience, team, equipment)

Profile of the City
Dates

Promotion, Communications 
& Ticketing

Event Presentation 
Spectators Experience 

Ceremonies

4 Additional value (sustainability, legacy, etc.)
• Sustainability strategy and legacy of the bid

Concept & Legacy
Sustainability

Guarantee letters 
5 Special benefits offered by the bidder in favour of the bid (e.g. free 

accommodation, free transport, additional paid night etc.) Value-Added/Differentiation

6 Event Budget (seriousness, financial resources, guarantees)
• Income from Government/City with contracted guarantees 
• Deficit guarantee (who will cover loss?) 
• Ticket sales strategy (prices, income expected, etc.) 
• Level of human resources expenses 
• Minimum Cash Budget & Minimum Total Event Budget

Finances
Guarantee Letters

7 Quality of the competition facilities (general asessment of the 
stadium, arena, track, training facilities, etc.)
• Venue (capacity, supporting facilities, accessibility)
• Competition venue (certification,  equipment)
• Warm-up and training venues (quality, distance)

Venue & Facilities
Technology

Health, Medical and Doping 
Control Services

8 Athletes accommodation and food (quality and quantity plus 
prices of the hotels, distances etc.)
• Accommodation & Board (hotels number and capacity, quality)

Accomodation

9 Travel to the venue (distances from the official airport, between 
the accommodation and the stadium/arena etc.)
• Transport (city’s location, connectivity/accesses 

Transport

10 Experiences, quality of organiser, manpower (federation, staff, city)
• Local organising committee structure, human resources, legal form

Hosting & Organising 
Responsibilities and Structure

11 General conditions in the country/city Weather and other specific 
circumstances of the city/

country
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ANNEXES

ANNEX E BIDDING ONLINE PLATFORM USER MANUAL

(sent separately to the bidders)
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